Trinket
Stocking of Ever
Present Candy
This leather stocking is filled
with 1d12 candies of the
following kind: (roll d4 or
choose)
1 - Candied Coffee Beans
2 - Crystallized Fruit
3 - Spun Sugar Creams
4 - Maple Hard Candy
When all candy has been
consumed, the next morning
the stocking refills with 1d12 of
the candy again.

Trinket
Copper Mug of
Warm Spirits

This tarnished copper mug is
enchanted, and when boiling
water is poured into it the liquid
becomes a pleasantly spiced
alcoholic cider drink that
spreads comfort throughout the
imbibers body.

Silver Chest of
Security
This small metallic mechanical
bird can be wound up using a
key. Once it is wound up, it'll
flap it's wings and emit a
high-pitched squeaking sound
similar to birdsong. It will do
these things intemittenly for one
minute before needing to be
wound up again.

Clockwork Thrush

Trinket

This small holly leaf has been
preserved and gilded in silver.
When sat flat on still water, it
will point towards the north
unless very powerful magic is
present within a mile radius of
the leaf. If such magic is
present, the leaf will instead
point towards the source.

Silvered Holly Leaf

Trinket

Trinket
This small wooden chest is
painted silver and green. It is
padded on the inside with red
velvet, and has a small silver key.
It is magically protected, and can
only ever be opened with the
key unless someone uses
powerful dispelling magic on the
chest before trying to break into
it.

Trinket

When fire is touched to this log, it
immediately bursts into merrily
crackling flame under any
circumstance barring complete
immersion in water. What is more,
the log itself is never spent. The
flame lasts one hour, but may be
used to set other wood on fire. The
log can only be set aflame once per
day.

This thick log has the look of a well
seasoned piece of firewood. Carved
into the raw wood are shapes of
evergreen trees.

Wintertop Log

Gift

Trinket

Little Holly Man

If carried by someone of a
good or neutral alignment, the
carrier often has pleasant
dreams. If the carrier is of an
evil alignment, the carrier is
bothered by bad dreams.

This little wooden man looks
like a bearded elder with a
bushy beard and a crown of
holly. It is smiling jovially. It is
considered a good luck charm
among woodspeople.

Flute of Ivy
This tiny silver flute is decorated
with engravings in the shape of
ivy plants all across it's surface.
When played, the sounds it
makes are identical to that of
winter birdsong.
Whenever the flute is played,
the birdsong is produces is
indistinguishable from real bird
sounds. It might attract other
birds, or easily fool those not
seeing the player using the flute.

Trinket

Bracelet of Merry
Bells

This leather bracelet is adorned
with small gold and silver bells
that jingle pleasantly as you
walk. Those that hear the bells
might find their spirits lifted.
The bells cannot be heard by
those of an Evil alignment.

Trinket

Woodswanderer Cap

This woolen cap is a shapeless
mass marked by countless
patches and stitches.

If worn while traveling in the
woods, the wearer can intuit the
nearest man-made shelter (such
as a loggers cottage) within a
five mile radius.

